




Miyagi,	 Iwate,	 and	 Fukushima.	 There	 was	 catastrophic	 damage	 by	 tsunami	 created	 by	 this	
earthquake.	Japan	frequently	has	been	affected	by	strong	earthquake	before	Tohoku	Earthquake.	
Much	 has	 been	 emphasized	 about	 the	 impacts	 of	 human	 and	 physical	 visible	 damages	 since	
disasters	struck	and	there	are	a	lot	of	studies	about	disaster	in	terms	of	seismology,	meteorology,	































2．Supply Chain Network of Japanese Automobile Industry
	 The	Japanese	automobile	supply	chain	network	is	very	complex.	The	Japanese	automobile	
supplier	network	is	called	“keiretsu”.	This	“keiretsu”	structure	of	assembler-supplier	relationship	
historically	 enabled	 Japanese	 automobile	 manufacturers	 to	 remain	 lean	 and	 flexible	 while	
enjoying	a	level	of	control	over	supply	akin	to	that	of	vertical	integration	(Ahmadjian	and	Lincoln	
2000).	The	Japanese	automobile	industry	was	like	a	pyramid,	(as	shown	in	Figure	1a),	divided	
into	 three	or	any	more	 tiers	of	suppliers,	 centred	around	 the	seven	main	assembly	groups	or	
single	assemblers	-	Toyota-Daihatsu-Hino,	Nissan-Subaru-Nissan	Diesel,	Honda,	Mazda,	Mitsubishi,	
Isuzu,	and	Suzuki	(Shimokawa	1994).	The	Japanese	supplier	network	had	a	hierarchical	structure,	
with	 each	 major	 car	 manufacturer	 at	 the	 top	 of	 the	 hierarchy.	 In	 the	 1980s,	 the	 in-house	
production	ratio	of	Japanese	car	manufacturers	was	comparatively	lower	than	those	of	US	and	
European	car	manufacturers	(Konno	2005).	In	Japan,	only	about	30-40	percent	of	parts	was	ʻin-




(a)  Pyramidal Structure
The rate of 〝In- house” parts production is 20-30%
(b) Diamond Structure
(Barrel Structure)







Figure 2: The Changes of Supply Chain Network of Automobile Industry
In the lower tier, some weak 
companies in price and/or 
quality competitiveness 
disappeared.
Superior companies in price
and/or quality remained.
Similarly, some weak companies
disappeared, superior companies
remained and became bigger.
Decentralized
Centralized
Companies in the lower tier competed
across the Keiretsu.
The ﬁrst and second tier parts are decentralized suppliers,
the lower tier parts are centralized in speciﬁc companies











only	 assemblers	 inside	 the	 keiretsu	 group	 but	 also	 outside	 the	 group,	 as	 shown	 Figure	 1b.	
Moreover,	 some	 of	 the	 major	 parts	 manufacturers	 supply	 the	 entire	 Japanese	 automobile	
manufacturers.	 In	 fact,	 a	 lot	 of	 suppliers	 in	 the	 lower	 tier	 provide	 own	 products	 across	 the	









situation	 of	 centralized	 suppliers	 in	 the	 lower	 tiers,	 as	 shown	 Figure	 3b;	 the	 production	 at	
suppliersʼ	plant	stop,	then	almost	every	automobile	manufacturer	are	affected	by	it.
	 In	 2007,	 about	 four	 years	 before	 the	 2011	 Tohoku	 earthquake,	 there	 was	 a	 strong	
earthquake	in	Niigata.	This	earthquake	isnʼt	known	well,	but	Rikenʼs	Kashiwazaki	Plant	in	Niigata	
had	 huge	 damage	 by	 this	 earthquake,	 affecting	 the	 operations	 of	 all	 of	 Japanʼs	 automobile	
manufacturers.	
	 For	 the	 following	 chapter,	 I	 will	 attempt	 to	 clarify	 the	 effects	 that	 the	 lack	 of	 a	 small	
component	in	automobile	affected	to	entire	Japanese	automobile	industry.




that	 Riken	 supplies	 parts.	 In	 the	 case	 of	 Mazda,	 directly	 procure	 piston	 rings	 from	 Riken,	
transmission	parts	are	supplied	from	Riken	to	Jatco	(transmission	manufacture	in	Nissan	keiretsu),	
Figure 3: The Damages of Supply Chain Network by Disaster






had	 huge	 damage	 from	 the	 Niigata	 Chuetsu-offshore	 Earthquake.	 The	 seismic	 center	 of	 this	
earthquake	 was	 close	 to	 the	 Rikenʼs	 Kashiwazaki	 plant.	 The	 Rikenʼs	 Kashiwazaki	 Plants	 had	
suspended	 operations	 for	 one	 week	 after	 this	 earthquake,	 then,	 the	 Japanese	 automobile	
manufacturers	also	interrupted	operation.	






other	 components	 from	 Rikenʼs	 Kashiwazaki	 Plant,	 all	 plants	 of	 automobile	 manufacturers	
suspended	production.
3.3 Chronological Events at Rikenʼs Kashiwazaki Plant (Operations)
	 Following	the	occurrence	of	the	earthquake	on	16	July	2007,	all	the	production	lines	had	
stopped	 at	 Rikenʼs	 Kashiwazaki	 Plant.	 Fortunately,	 16	 July	 was	 holiday.	 Although,	 Rikenʼs	
Kashiwazaki	Plant	was	off	duty,	 several	 employees	were	 injured	while	working	on	equipment	
maintenance	at	Rikenʼs	facilities.	As	to	the	equipment,	there	occurred	some	slide	slip,	some	pieces	














Honda,	 Suzuki,	 Toyota,	 Nissan,	 Fuji	 Heavy	 Industries.	 Ltd,	
Mitsubishi,	 Mazda,	 Daihatsu,	 Mitsubishi	 Fuso	 Truck	 and	 Bus,	





Eiwa,	 Empire,	 Auto	 Parts	 Uematsu,	 Global	 Tsusho,	 Chicago	
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about	 25	 automobile	 manufacturers	 and	 automobile	 parts	 manufacturers.	 That	 is	 to	 say,	
Chart 1: Monthly Supplies and Purchases of Piston Rings in Japan, in 2005
Source:  Daniel E. Supply Chain Disruption Risk and Recovery: Temporary Diversiﬁcation and Its Limits, 2011












































3.4 The Rikenʼs Affects to Japanese Automobile Manufacturers 
	 Riken	 has	 specialized	 in	 design	 and	 technologies	 of	 piston	 rings	 and	 other	 automobile	
components,	so	that	other	suppliers	donʼt	imitate	it	easily.	All	major	automobile	manufacturers	in	
Japan	depend	on	Rikenʼs	piston	rings	and	other	parts.	In	addition	to	specialization,	“Just-in-Time”	
that	aimed	to	reduce	 the	 inventory	 level	of	components	at	automobile	manufacturers	and	the	
upper	 tail	 suppliers,	 had	 stopped	 productions	 of	 automobiles	 in	 Japan.	 Figure	 4	 shows	 the	
operations	 by	 automobile	 manufacturers	 after	 2007	 Niigata	 Chuetsu-offshore	 Earthquake.	
Although	Toyota,	Subaru,	Suzuki,	and	Daihatsu	had	suspended	operations	from	19	July,	Mazda	
went	on	operating.	Because	plants	of	Mazda	are	 in	 the	 far	distance	 from	Rikenʼs	Kashiwazaki	
Plant,	so	that	there	was	a	time	lag	of	the	delivery.	This	is	similar	to	Hondaʼs	mini-vehicle	production	
line	in	Kumamoto	Plant.	
4．Renesas Electronics Corporationʼs Naka Plant (2011 Tohoku Earthquake)
4.1 Renesas Electronics Corporationʼs Overview
	 The	major	products	of	Renesas	Electronics	Corporation	(REC)	are	Microcontroller,	System	
LSIs/System	on	Chip	(SoC)	Devices,	and	Analog	&	Power	Devices,	as	shown	Table	3.	In	2011,	REC	







Source: Press Releases of each automobile manufacturers and articles of Nihon Keizai Shinbun







MCU	market	 (14,800	million	dollar).	Chart	2b	 shows	 the	worldwide	automotive	MCU	market	
share	in	2010	from	the	Databeans	Estimate.	The	automotive	MCU	market	share	of	REC	was	41.5	
percent,	the	automotive	MCU	revenue	of	REC	was	2,221million	dollar.
4.3 Chronological Events of RECʼs Naka Plant (Operations)
	 The	impact	of	the	earthquake	on	11	March	2011	caused	eight	RECʼs	plants	(include	Naka	
Plant)	out	of	twenty	two	of	RECʼs	plants	in	Japan	to	immediately	shut	down	production.	These	

















Source:  Databeans Estimates, Company Reports 
Note:  Amount of the MCU revenue was 14.8 billion dollar in 2010 
           Amount of the automotive MCU revenue was 5.36 billion dollar in 2010
Chart 2: Worldwide MCU Market Share by Suppliers in 2010 
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Figure 5: Locations of RECʼs Plants
Temporarily Shut down 
Front-end line: 5 plants




(Assembly & Test: 12 plants)
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 (Wafer Fabrication: 10 plants)




























































affected	 in	 all	 RECʼs	 plants.	 Although,	 just	 after	 the	 Tohoku	 Earthquake,	 initial	 predictions	
estimated	that	Nala	plant	would	resume	production	in	September	2011,	 in	fact,	production	at	
Naka	 Plant	 restarted	 on	 1	 June	 2011.	 The	 supply/shipment	 capacity	 returned	 that	 of	 pre-
earthquake	levels	in	the	middle	of	September	2011,	six	months	after	the	2011	Tohoku	Earthquake.	
Total	 number	 of	 assistances	 was	 approximately	 80,000,	 and	 there	 were	 maximum	 2,500	
assistances	per	day.	This	number	was	many	more	 than	1,900	employees	of	RECʼs	Naka	Plant	
(including	its	relation	corporations).
4.4 The 2011 Tohoku Earthquakeʼs Affects to Automobile Manufacturers
	 REC	 is	a	major	manufacturer	of	MCUs	which	Japanese	companies	holding	a	 large	share	
worldwide.	The	effect	on	customer	companiesʼ	supply	chain	was	very	large.	In	fact,	the	Japanese	










	 Table	 5	 shows	 the	 reductions	 in	 production	 by	 the	 Tohoku	 Earthquake.	 Automobile	
production	of	 the	whole	Japanese	automobile	manufacturers	 in	March	2011	was	recorded	as	
























5．Summary of Earthquake Effects on Production
5.1 Earthquakeʼs Effects to Automobile Manufacturers 
5.1.1 The Effect to Automobile Manufacturersʼ Operation
	 After	 both	 earthquakes,	 Japanese	 automobile	 manufacturers	 decided/executed	 the	
disruption	of	all	assembly	plants	early.	In	case	of	Toyota,	on	the	evening	of	the	19	July,	2.5	days	






Japanese	 automobile	 manufacturers	 decided/executed	 the	 disruption	 so	 early	 after	 both	
earthquakes,	there	were	related	to	the	Toyota	Production	System	(TPS)	that	a	widely	accepted	
production	system.	TPS	was	established	based	on	two	concepts	-	“jidoka”	and	“Just	in	Time	(JIT)”-.	
“jidoka”	 means	 that	 when	 a	 problem	 occurs,	 the	 equipment	 stops	 immediately,	 preventing	
defective	products	 from	being	produced.	 For	 this	 reason,	 there	were	not	wrong	decisions	 for	
Japanese	automobile	manufacturers	to	stop	production	lines/plant	by	both	disasters.	The	second	
Earthquake All plants operated Some plants operated partially All plants stopped operation
* P1: The number of days from the day on which the earthquake stroke until the day on which all assembly plants stopped operation.
** P2: The period of days in which all assembly plants stopped operation
*** P3: The number of days from the day on which the earthquake stroke until the day on which all assembly plants resumed operation.
Figure 6:	Comparison	of	Automobile	Manufacturerʼs	Recovery	Time
TOYOTA





















Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat Sun Mon Tue Wed
2007 Niigata
2007 Niigata 2011 Tohoku
P1* P2** P3*** P1* P2** P3***
Toyota 2.5 4.5 9 3 14 38
Nissan 4 5 9 1 18 38
Honda 7 1.5 9 4 9 31
Mazda 5 2 9 3 8 24
Mitsubishi 4 3 9 3 2 38
Subaru 2.5 5.5 9 3 9 25
Suzuki 3 4 9 3 8 25
Daihatsu 2.5 3.5 9 4 7 38







5.1.2 Speed of the Recovery 
	 As	shown	P3	in	Figure	6,	in	the	case	of	Toyota,	on	25	July,	9	days	after	the	2007	Niigata	















Source:  Active Matrix Database System of JAMA 










5.3 Disaster and JIT
















	 As	 for	 the	 risk	mitigation	 strategy	 to	 deal	with	 large	 scale	 disruptions	 of	 supply	 chain	
Chart 4:		The	changes	(Units)	of	the	Domestic	Automobile	Products	from	Jan	1995	through	Jan	
2011
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